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ABSTRACT
Background: Reward sensitivity has been proposed as a potential
mediator of outcomes for bariatric surgery.
Objectives: We aimed to determine whether gustatory and psycho-
metric measures of reward-related feeding are predictors of bariatric-
induced weight loss.
Methods: A multicenter longitudinal cohort study was conducted
in patients scheduled for bariatric surgery (surgical group), assessed
at baseline and 2 follow-up assessments. Predictions of % weight
loss from baseline (%WL) according to baseline gustatory measures,
including intensity and pleasantness ratings of sweet and other
tastants, and psychometric measures of reward-related feeding
behavior, including hedonic hunger scores, were assessed with
multivariable linear regression. Exploratory analyses were conducted
to test for associations between %WL and changes in gustatory and
psychophysical measures, as well as for comparisons with data from
patients on the surgery waiting list (control group).
Results: We included 212 patients, of whom 96 in the surgical group
and 50 in the control group were prospectively assessed. The groups
were similar at baseline and, as expected, bariatric surgery resulted
in higher %WL (BTreatment-Time = 2.4; 95% CI: 2.1–2.8; P < 0.0001).
While variation in gustatory measures did not differ between groups,
in the surgery group baseline sweet intensity predicted %WL at the
primary endpoint (11 to 18 months postoperatively; β = 0.2; B =
0.2, 95% CI: 0.02 to 0.3; P = 0.02), as did hedonic hunger scores (β
= −0.2; B = −2.0, 95% CI: −3.8 to −0.3; P = 0.02). Furthermore,
at this endpoint, postsurgical reduction of sweet taste intensity and
acceptance of sweet foods were associated with %WL (β = −0.3;
B = −3.5, 95% CI: −5.8 to −1.3; P = 0.003, and β = −0.2; B
= −4.7, 95% CI: −8.5 to −0.8; P = 0.02, respectively). The use
of sweet intensity as a predictor of weight change was confirmed in
another bariatric cohort.
Conclusions: Sweet intensity ratings and hedonic hunger scores
predict %WL after surgery. The variability of sweet intensity ratings
is also associated with %WL, further suggesting they may reflect
physiological processes that are variably modulated by bariatric
surgery, influencing clinical outcomes. Am J Clin Nutr
2021;00:1–11.
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Introduction
Bariatric surgery is the most effective treatment for severe
obesity, resulting in weight loss (1, 2), improvement of comor-
bidities (1, 3), and decreased mortality (1). Gastric bypass (GB)
and sleeve gastrectomy (SG) are the most frequently performed
bariatric procedures and have similar weight loss outcomes
after 5 years (2). However, weight loss is variable (4), with
better outcomes in patients adopting healthier behaviors (5)
and in those with greater improvement of maladaptive feeding
behaviors (6) after surgery. Understanding the mechanisms of
such behavioral changes is an opportunity to develop weight loss
predictors (7).
The exact nature of the behavioral impact of bariatric surgery
on feeding behavior remains elusive (8). Hypotheses span from
development of conditioned avoidance to changes in reward-
related feeding behavior (8, 9). Indeed, there is evidence of a
postoperative decrease in the preference for foods with high fat
and sugar (9) and of postoperative changes in measures of implicit
(10) and self-reported food reward (11–14), including liking
ratings for sucrose-sweetened milk beverages (15). However, it
is unclear whether these effects are taste or nutrient dependent
or, instead, reflect reduced food reward. In fact, although
studies using direct measures of taste function are scarce
(16–22), changes in taste perception after surgery have been
reported (9). Regarding acuity in taste quality identification or
detection/recognition thresholds for sweet tastants, sensitivity
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was reported to be increased (17–19, 21) or unaltered (16,
20, 22), while responses to suprathreshold intensities revealed
unaltered intensity perceptions of sucrose or glucose (16, 20).
Such differences in findings regarding the impact of bariatric
surgery on taste are likely to be influenced by methodological
heterogeneity, with most studies limited by small sample sizes,
a lack of nonsurgical control groups, and/or short follow-ups
(9). It thus remains unclear whether bariatric surgery induces
a fundamental shift in palatability of high-fat and sugary foods
or simply decreases appetitive drive for their consumption
(9).
It is also unknown whether presurgical ratings of palatable
food can be used to predict weight loss after surgery. Wanting,
but not liking, for sucrose solutions discriminated weight loss
profiles differentially after GB and SG in one study (23). In
another study, a GB-specific effect for liking, rather than wanting,
scores of sucrose-sweetened milk, as well as reduced responses
to sucrose-sweetened milk beverages in the ventral tegmental
area, were predictive of increased weight loss (15). However,
weight loss predictions according to presurgical self-reported
food reward levels are inconsistent (14, 24, 25) and have not
been studied for pure measures of sweet taste function. Here,
we hypothesized that measures of reward sensitivity—namely,
sweet taste perception and self-assessed reward-related feeding
behaviors—predict weight loss after bariatric surgery. To address
limitations in previous studies, data were collected in a large,
multicenter cohort of patients using a pure sweet tastant that
was not ingested. Secondary aims included testing associations
of weight loss with postoperative changes in these variables
and exploring postoperative changes in these variables when
compared with a control group, including examining differential
effects between the 2 surgery types.
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Methods
The study was conducted in accordance with the Helsinki
Declaration of 1975, as revised in 1983, and was approved by
local ethics committees at each of the participating institutions.
Written consent was required from all participants.
Study design and subjects
This prospective cohort study included consecutive patients
with obesity at 3 Portuguese tertiary care outpatient centers that
specialize in surgical treatment of obesity: namely, Hospital do
Espírito Santo de Évora, Hospital de São Bernardo de Setúbal,
and Centro Hospitalar Universitário de São João. Patients were
selected according to approval for bariatric surgery, following the
criteria defined in the Portuguese National Health Service (please
see Supplementary Material for details), and were recruited
over a 4-year period, with data collected from November 2012
to June 2017. The cohort included a main group of patients on
the waiting list for bariatric surgery (surgical group), assessed
at baseline when surgery was scheduled and twice after surgery
in early (3 to 8 months postsurgery) and late (11 to 18 months
postsurgery) follow-ups. Since weight loss and feeding behavior
are not likely to be stable shortly after surgery, the late follow-
up was the main study endpoint. For exploratory comparisons
with the surgical group, a control group of patients was recruited
at admission to the bariatric surgery waiting list for a baseline
assessment and was reassessed at a single follow-up occurring
within the periods defined for the surgical group and, necessarily,
prior to surgery; that is, patients in the control group did
not transition to the surgical group within the study. The 2
groups had similar exclusion criteria, specified in Supplementary
Material.
For confirmation of the main findings obtained in our
multicentric cohort, data from a distinct bariatric cohort were
explored. The latter included post–bariatric surgery patients and
contemporaneously recruited healthy volunteers. This cohort was
originally recruited for a parallel study that comprised all the
psychometric and gustatory measures, collected with the same
methodology used in the current study. The exclusion criteria
were also the same as applied to the multicentric cohort, with
the addition of diabetes mellitus (type 1 or 2). Healthy volunteers
were recruited from the community, while post–bariatric surgery
patients were recruited from a fourth center specializing in
surgical treatment of obesity (Centro Hospitalar de Lisboa
Ocidental). Weight measurement was performed at baseline, with
psychometric and gustatory measurements, and then reassessed
at follow-up in the same conditions (after overnight fasting,
using a digital scale). For the minority of participants that were
not available for in-person follow-up, weight was self-reported
(healthy volunteers) or obtained from clinical records (please see
Supplementary Material for details). Patients had their baseline
assessment approximately 2.5 years after bariatric surgery (either
GB or SG) and weight was reassessed 4 years after. Healthy
volunteers were reassessed for weight 5.6 years after baseline.
Primary outcome
Height and weight were measured with a stadiometer and a
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technician. BMI was calculated as weight in kilograms divided
by height in meters squared. The primary outcome (dependent
variable) was weight loss, expressed as the percentage of weight
change from baseline [%WL = (weight lost/baseline weight) ×
100] (26). The late follow-up (11 to 18 months) was the main
study endpoint.
Gustatory and psychometric variables
Multiple gustatory and psychometric measures (independent
variables) were assessed to test associations with the primary
outcome. A psychometric assessment of reward-related feeding
behavior was performed with the Power of Food Scale (PFS)
for hedonic hunger (27–29) and the Yale Food Addiction
Scale (YFAS) for addiction-like feeding behavior (30, 31).
The Dutch Eating Behavior Questionnaire (DEBQ) assessed
feeding behavior traits (32, 33), while acceptance for food
(fruits, vegetables, dairy, meat, fried, sauces, carbs, sweets) and
alcohol was assessed using the Food Action Rating Scale (FARS)
(34). Depressive symptom severity was assessed with the Beck
Depression Inventory II (35). The taste test consisted of filter
paper strips impregnated with deionized water or a solution of
1 of 4 basic tastants—namely, citric acid (sour), sodium chloride
(salty), sucrose (sweet), or quinine hydrochloride (bitter)—each
of which presented in 4 increasing concentrations (36). For each
strip, general labeled magnitude and hedonic scales were used for
ratings of intensity (0 to 100) and pleasantness (−100 to 100),
respectively (37, 38). Mean intensity and pleasantness ratings for
each basic taste quality in each individual were determined across
the 4 concentrations of each tastant. To determine taste acuity,
taste quality was identified in a 5-item forced-choice test (sour,
salt, sweet, bitter, or none of the above). Each correct answer
equaled to 1 point, corresponding to a maximum of 4 points for
each taste quality score and 16 points for the whole acuity score,
as previously performed in prospective bariatric studies (17, 18).
Individual taste thresholds were assessed with electrogus-
tometry (39) using a commercially available electrogustometer.
A detailed description of the gustatory protocol is provided
in Supplementary Material. According to our hypothesis, the
primary independent variables were the mean intensity and
pleasantness ratings across 4 concentrations of sucrose (sweet),
as well as scores for hedonic hunger and addiction-like feeding
behavior. The remaining gustatory and psychometric variables
were included as secondary independent variables.
Covariates assessment
For both surgical and control groups, information on age,
gender, personal history of type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM), and
surgical center was obtained at baseline.
Data analysis
Categorical variables are represented as percentages. Contin-
uous variables are represented as means with SDs or 95% CIs.
For scales where this is considered admissible (PFS, DEBQ, and
FARS), simple imputation with the mean score of the respective
subscale was used to address missing data when missing values
represented 10% or less of the total items in that subscale.
For unadjusted comparisons between groups, an independent-
samples t-test, an ANOVA with Bonferroni post hoc testing, or
a chi-squared test (χ2) was used, as appropriate.
In preliminary exploratory analyses, to assess the effects
of bariatric surgery when compared to medical treatment for
obesity, we performed linear mixed-effects longitudinal models
(LM-ELM) with each gustatory or feeding behavior variable or
with BMI as dependent variables and with treatment (surgery
compared with medical) and time in months as the independent
variables of interest, while controlling for age, gender, baseline
BMI, personal history of T2DM, and surgical center. In each
model, an interaction term between treatment and follow-up time
in months (BTreatment-Time) was added to assess the difference
between the 2 treatment groups in the change of each dependent
variable across follow-up time. To allow for more flexible
model fitting of LM-ELM, we used randomly varying intercepts
and slopes and did not consider any specific structure for the
residuals. Multiple linear regression (MLR) models, adjusted
for previously defined predictors of bariatric weight loss (age,
gender, baseline BMI, and T2DM) (7), as well as surgical
center and surgery type, were used to test our main hypothesis
regarding predictions of %WL according to baseline reward-
related gustatory or psychometric measures. Standardized beta
(β) and unstandardized beta (B) coefficients with 95% CIs were
presented for these MLR models, and the effect size (R2) of
the overall model was provided as a measure of effect size.
Assumptions for using MLR and LM-ELM models—namely,
linearity and homoscedasticity—were assessed by inspection
of the standardized residuals versus predicted values plots.
Additionally, for MLR models, we assessed the independence of
variables (Durbin-Watson statistic) and the absence of influential
points (Cook’s distance measure), and residuals were checked
for normal distribution by inspecting histograms of standardized
residuals.
For our main analyses—namely, MLR models of weight
loss prediction according to baseline variables—power analyses
were performed a posteriori. These analyses were performed
according to the effect size of the overall model (R2), the
number of covariables, and the sample size, to estimate the power
for that regression, considering α = 0.05. Also for the main
analyses, correction for multiple comparisons was performed
within each group of variables [intensity ratings, pleasantness
ratings, other taste assessment variables, hedonic hunger scores,
food addiction variables, feeding behavior traits (DEBQ scores),
and food acceptance (FARS scores)] according to Benjamini-
Hochberg (40), assuming a false discovery rate (FDR) of 0.1.
The same approach was used within the prespecified primary
independent variables (mean sweet intensity and mean sweet
pleasantness ratings; hedonic hunger and addiction-like feeding
behavior scores).
In MLR models of weight loss prediction, differential
predictions of %WL according to surgery type were further
explored by an interaction term between surgery type and
each gustatory or feeding behavior predictor, in the respective
regression. For significant interactions, the regressions were then
repeated separately for SG and GB groups. Further exploratory
analyses were conducted to assess %WL predictors in the control
group, as well as associations between %WL and postoperative
changes in gustatory or feeding behavior measures, separately for
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TABLE 1 Baseline characteristics of patients in control and surgical groups1
Baseline variable Control, n = 96 Surgical, n = 116 P value2
Age, years 43.1 ± 10.1 43.3 ± 10.3 0.9
Women 81 (84.4) 99 (85.3) 0.8
Education, years 10.4 ± 4.1 10 ± 4.1 0.5
T2DM 22 (22.9) 20 (17.2) 0.3
Smokers 24 (25.0) 22 (19.0) 0.3
BMI, kg/m2 42.1 ± 5.2 43.1 ± 5.4 0.2
BDI-II score 13.5 ± 11.1 12.6 ± 10.6 0.5
Taste thresholds, dB 18.2 ± 14.1 18.6 ± 14.9 0.9
Acuity 12.2 ± 2.8 12.7 ± 2.7 0.2
Sour ratings, mm
Intensity 54.2 ± 19.6 53.8 ± 18.4 0.9
Pleasantness − 39.8 ± 31.2 − 38.1 ± 28.4 0.7
Salt ratings, mm
Intensity 28.8 ± 13.0 30.7 ± 13.7 0.3
Pleasantness − 11.3 ± 18.0 − 9.4 ± 17.2 0.5
Sweet ratings, mm
Intensity 20.4 ± 10.6 22.7 ± 14.8 0.2
Pleasantness 11.1 ± 11.9 13.8 ± 17.1 0.2
Bitter ratings, mm
Intensity 45.2 ± 20.5 43.2 ± 16.7 0.4
Pleasantness − 41.4 ± 24.7 − 36.4 ± 20.8 0.1
Reward-related feeding behavior
PFS – Aggregate score 2.3 ± 0.8 2.3 ± 0.9 0.8
PFS – Food Available 2.1 ± 0.9 2.1 ± 0.9 0.7
PFS – Food Present 2.7 ± 1.0 2.7 ± 1.2 0.7
PFS – Food Tasted 2.3 ± 0.8 2.5 ± 0.9 0.2
YFAS – Diagnosis 21 (23.1) 27 (23.9) 0.9
YFAS – No. of symptoms 2.9 ± 1.8 2.5 ± 1.7 0.1
Feeding behavior traits
DEBQ – External Eating 2.5 ± 0.7 2.5 ± 0.7 0.9
DEBQ – Restrained Eating 3.0 ± 0.7 3.1 ± 0.7 0.4
DEBQ – Emotional Eating 2.4 ± 0.9 2.1 ± 0.8 0.04
Food acceptance
FARS – Aggregate score 409.4 ± 54.7 410.5 ± 54.0 0.9
FARS – Fruits 70.8 ± 10.8 71.3 ± 12.0 0.8
FARS – Vegetables 102.0 ± 19.7 102.8 ± 18.3 0.8
FARS – Dairy 21.4 ± 4.0 21.3 ± 4.5 0.9
FARS – Meat 38.4 ± 6.0 38.4 ± 7.3 1.0
FARS – Fried 25.4 ± 8.4 25.5 ± 7.4 0.9
FARS – Sauces 20.1 ± 6.5 19.9 ± 6.1 0.8
FARS – Carbs 61.9 ± 10.3 63.6 ± 10.8 0.3
FARS – Sweets 35.1 ± 9.6 34.3 ± 8.8 0.6
FARS – Alcohol 8.3 ± 5.3 9.2 ± 5.6 0.3
1Results are presented as mean ± SD or number (%). Control data are from patients on the waiting list for
bariatric surgery; surgical data are from patients scheduled for sleeve gastrectomy or gastric bypass.
2Independent-sample t tests were performed for continuous variables and χ2 tests were performed for categorical
variables for comparisons between control and surgical groups.
BDI-II, Beck Depression Inventory II; DEBQ, Dutch Eating Behavior Questionnaire; FARS, Food Action Rating
Scale; PFS, Power of Food Scale; T2DM, type 2 diabetes mellitus; YFAS, Yale Food Addiction Scale.
changes in gustatory or psychometric measures were determined
by normalizing (dividing) follow-up by baseline values. To allow
for such computations, variables with negative or null (0) values
were transformed by adding the amount needed for the minimum
value to be 1 (intensity ratings: +1; pleasantness ratings: +101).
Weight loss predictions were further explored in cohorts from
a separate study, for confirmatory purposes, using Pearson’s
correlation (r).
Statistical analyses were performed using SPSS version 25
(SPSS Inc.) or Stata Statistical Software, Release 15 (StataCorp
LLC). Graphs were produced using Stata Statistical Software,
GraphPad Prism version 8.0 (GraphPad Software), and Adobe
Illustrator version CC 2019 (Adobe Inc.). A 2-tailed P value of
0.05 was selected as the significance level for all analyses.
Results
Baseline and follow-up assessments
Of the 313 patients assessed for participation, 212 were
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and 96 in the control group. The 2 groups did not differ
significantly at baseline, with the exception of a small difference
for emotional eating (Table 1) that was no longer significant
when only patients with complete follow-up were analyzed
(Supplementary Tables 1 and 2). In the control group, 50
patients completed a single follow-up visit 2 to 18 months after
baseline, while in the surgical group 96 patients were assessed
at early (3 to 8 months; n = 91) and/or late (11 to 18 months;
n = 86) follow-ups after surgery (Figure 1). The time at the end of
follow-up was, on average, 7.3 (4.3) months for the control group
and 12 (2.3) months for the surgical group (mean difference,
−4.6 months; 95% CI, −5.7 to −3.5; t144 = −8.4; P < 0.0001).
When comparing patients in the surgical group treated with SG
or GB, neither baseline variables (Supplementary Table 3) nor
follow-up time (mean difference, 0.4 months; 95% CI, −0.5 to
1.4; t94 = 0.9; P = 0.4) were significantly different between
the subgroups. Missing data for weight were 0% at all time
points, while for gustatory and psychometric variables, missing
data ranged from 0.9 to 8.6% at baseline and 2.1 to 7.3% at
follow-up.
Effects of surgery
Preliminary exploratory analyses were conducted to compare
the surgical and control groups across follow-up. At the end
of follow-up, %WL was 31.9% (8.2%) in the surgical and 1%
(5.7%) in the control group, with a significant interaction between
treatment group and follow-up time in the LM-ELM model for
%WL, adjusted for age, gender, baseline BMI, personal history
of T2DM, and surgical center (BTreatment-Time = 2.4; 95% CI, 2.1–
2.8; P < 0.0001; Supplementary Table 4). This demonstrated
induction of weight loss by surgery across time, as expected,
which was confirmed in the model for BMI (BTreatment-Time =
−1.1; 95% CI: −1.2 to −0.9; P < 0.0001; Figure 2 and
Supplementary Table 5). Equivalent evidence for an effect of
surgery across time, not observed in the control group, was found
in LM-ELM models for hedonic hunger (PFS – Aggregate score:
BTreatment-Time = −0.1; 95% CI: −0.01 to −0.04; P < 0.0001; PFS
– Food available: BTreatment-Time = −0.1; 95% CI: −0.1 to −0.04;
P = 0.01; PFS – Food present: BTreatment-Time = −0.1; 95% CI:
−0.1 to −0.04; P < 0.0001; and PFS – Food tasted: BTreatment-Time
= −0.1; 95% CI: −0.1 to −0.04; P < 0.0001), food addiction–
like symptoms (YFAS – No. of symptoms: BTreatment-Time = −0.1;
95% CI: −0.2 to −0.02; P = 0.01), and feeding behavior traits
(DEBQ – Emotional eating: BTreatment-Time = −0.1; 95% CI: −0.1
to −0.03; P < 0.001; DEBQ – Restrained eating: BTreatment-Time
= −0.1; 95% CI: −0.1 to −0.01; P = 0.02; DEBQ –
External eating: BTreatment-Time = −0.04; 95% CI: −0.1 to −0.01;
P = 0.01), as well as acceptance for alcohol (FARS – Alcohol:
BTreatment-Time = −0.3; 95% CI: −0.6 to −0.1; P = 0.01; Figure 2
and Supplementary Table 5). Changes in gustatory measures,
however, did not differ between the control or surgery groups
across follow-ups (Supplementary Table 5). When comparing
%WL between surgical interventions at the end of follow-up,
SG and GB lost an average of 30.1% (9.7%) and 33.4% (7.6%),
respectively, with a significant interaction between surgery type
and months of follow-up for %WL (BTreatment-Time = 0.4;
95% CI: 0.01–0.7; P < 0.05; Supplementary Table 4),
but not reward-related feeding behavior, feeding behavior
traits, food acceptance, or gustatory measures (Supplementary
Table 6).
Weight loss prediction
The main objective of this study was to identify predictors of
weight loss after bariatric surgery. In Table 2, we show anal-
yses testing preoperative gustatory and reward-related feeding
behavior variables as predictors of subsequent %WL, 11 to 18
months after surgery, in linear regression models adjusted for
baseline BMI, baseline age, gender, personal history of T2DM,
surgical center, and surgery type. Since the exact moment of late
follow-up (ranging from 11 to 18 months) could be associated
with the degree of %WL, in preliminary analyses we tested the
association between these variables, which revealed a very small
and nonsignificant correlation (r = 0.03; P = 0.8), supporting
joint assessment of the data within this range of follow-up times.
Hedonic hunger was a negative predictor of %WL (PFS –
Aggregate score: β = −0.2; B = −2.0, 95% CI: −3.8 to
−0.3; P = 0.02; and PFS – Food available: β = −0.2; B =
−1.9, 95% CI: −3.5 to −0.3; P = 0.02; R2 = 0.4 for both
models), while the mean sweet intensity rating was a positive
predictor of %WL (β = 0.2; B = 0.2, 95% CI: 0.02–0.3;
P = 0.02; R2 = 0.4). These results remained significant after
correction for multiple comparisons, as defined in the Methods
section. In several of these models, age, male gender, and T2DM
were significant negative predictors and preoperative BMI was
a positive predictor of %WL. For the MLR models comprising
baseline sweet intensity ratings, the PFS – Aggregate score, or
the PFS – Food available score as predictors of %WL, a power of
100% was estimated (see Methods for details).
In exploratory analyses, to test whether surgery type modu-
lated these predictive associations, interactions between surgery
type and each predictor were tested in the respective regressions
(Supplementary Table 7). For variables with significant inter-
actions with surgery type, separate regressions were performed
for each surgical group, revealing several predictors of %WL
that were significant only for the GB group: namely, hedonic
hunger (PFS – Food Tasted: β = −0.3; B = −2.3, 95% CI:
−4.0 to −0.6; P = 0.01), addiction-like feeding behavior (YFAS
– No. of symptoms: β = −0.4; B = −1.4, 95% CI: −2.4 to
−0.5; P = 0.003), external eating (DEBQ – External eating:
β = −0.3; B = −3.1, 95% CI: −5.5 to −0.8; P = 0.01),
and acceptance for sauces (FARS – Sauces: β = −0.3; B =
−0.3, 95% CI: −0.6 to −0.06; P = 0.02) and alcohol (FARS –
Alcohol: β = −0.3; B = −0.4, 95% CI: −0.7 to −0.01; P < 0.05;
Supplementary Table 8). Regarding associations with follow-up
changes, only reductions in hedonic hunger were associated with
the amount of weight lost in the SG group (PFS – Food tasted:
β = −0.3; B = −10.3, 95% CI: −20.4 to −0.2; P < 0.05). In
exploratory analyses performed in the control group, a different
set of variables—namely, feeding behavior traits and acceptance
of several foods, including sweet foods and carbohydrates—
significantly predicted %WL (Supplementary Table 9).
Association between weight loss and postoperative changes
in reward-related measures
Additional exploratory analyses were conducted to assess
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FIGURE 1 Flow diagram for the study. The follow-up assessments in the surgical group were performed at 2 time points, with 81 patients assessed at both
points and the remaining 15 assessed only once after surgery.
psychometric variables, in similarly adjusted linear regression
models. At 11 to 18 months after surgery, %WL was associated
with decreases in both the mean sweet intensity rating (β =
−0.3; B = −3.5, 95% CI: −5.8 to −1.3; P = 0.003) and
sweet foods acceptance (β = −0.2; B = −4.7, 95% CI: −8.5
to −0.8; P = 0.02; Table 2). No variation in any of the
other gustatory and psychometric variables was significantly
associated with %WL. Again, age, male gender, T2DM, and
preoperative BMI were significantly associated with %WL
in several of these models. Although there were significant
interactions between postoperative changes in reward-related
feeding behavior and surgery type (Supplementary Table 7),
none of these variables remained significant after testing in each
surgical group separately (Supplementary Table 8). Change in a
different set of variables was associated with %WL at the end of
follow-up in the control group (Supplementary Table 9).
Confirmatory analyses of weight loss prediction in a
different bariatric cohort
After identification of sweet intensity as a predictor of %WL
11 to 18 months following bariatric surgery, we explored another
bariatric surgery cohort to address the replicability of this
finding. In a post–bariatric surgery cohort recruited for another
study, assessments for reward-related psychometric and gustatory
measures, including sweet intensity perception, were performed
approximately 2.5 years after surgery (Supplementary Tables
10 and 11). In 16 patients (10 post-GB and 6 post-SG), weight
was reassessed, on average, 4 years after baseline, revealing
nonsignificant differences of %WL between the 2 groups [post-
GB, −13.9% (9.9%) vs. post-SG, −6.3% (6.4%), respectively;
P = 0.1]. Across all patients, there was a significant correlation
between sweet intensity at baseline assessment and %WL
(r = 0.5; P = 0.04; Figure 3A). While this correlation did not
remain significant when groups were analyzed separately, the
overall trend seemed to be determined primarily by the post-
GB group (r = 0.5; P = 0.1) rather than the post-SG group (r
= −0.02; P = 0.967; Figure 3A). Additionally, weight change
was associated with hedonic hunger, overall (PFS – Food tasted:
r = −0.6; P = 0.02) and in the post-GB group (r = −0.9; P
= 0.001), but not the post-SG group (r = −0.4; P = 0.5), as
well as with acceptance for alcohol (FARS – Alcohol, r = −0.5;
P = 0.03). The same study also recruited a group of healthy
volunteers, 48 of whom were reassessed after an average 5.6
years of follow-up, revealing a %WL of −2.5% (6.8%). However,
among 40 participants with full gustatory assessments at baseline,
weight changes did not correlate with baseline sweet intensity
ratings (r = −0.1; P = 0.7; Figure 3C), but rather with bitter
intensity (r = 0.3; P = 0.04; Figure 3D), in a correlation that was
absent in the surgical group (r = 0.01; P = 0.962; Figure 3B;
Supplementary Table 12). The correlations observed in both
the post–bariatric surgery and healthy volunteer groups were
conserved when analyses were restricted to participants for whom
the follow-up assessment of weight was measured in the lab,
rather than being self-reported or obtained from clinical records
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FIGURE 2 Variables that significantly changed across treatment groups at the end of follow-up. Here, we represent the fitted linear regression lines and
respective 95% CIs for linear mixed-effects longitudinal models to assess the effect of bariatric surgery, when compared to medical treatment for obesity, on
gustatory and psychometric measures of feeding behavior across follow-up. These models were adjusted for age, gender, personal history of type 2 diabetes
mellitus, baseline BMI, and surgical center. For data visualization purposes, in each panel, the representation of individual assessments is jittered around the
respective follow-up moment (in months). Only models with significant interactions between time and treatment group are represented. (A) BMI (BTreatment-Time
= −1.1; 95% CI: −1.2 to −0.9; P < 0.0001). (B) PFS – Aggregate score (BTreatment-Time = −0.1; 95% CI: −0.01 to −0.04; P < 0.0001). (C) PFS – Food
available (BTreatment-Time = −0.1; 95% CI: −0.1 to −0.02; P = 0.01). (D) PFS – Food present (BTreatment-Time = −0.1; 95% CI: −0.1 to −0.04; P < 0.0001).
(E) PFS − Food tasted (BTreatment-Time = −0.1; 95% CI: −0.1 to −0.04; P < 0.0001). (F) YFAS – No. of symptoms (BTreatment-Time = −0.1; 95% CI: −0.2 to
−0.02; P = 0.01). (G) DEBQ – External eating (BTreatment-Time = −0.04; 95% CI: −0.1 to −0.01; P = 0.01). (H) DEBQ – Restrained eating (B Treatment-Time =
−0.1; 95% CI: −0.1 to −0.01; P = 0.02). (I) DEBQ – Emotional eating (BTreatment-Time = −0.1; 95% CI: −0.1 and −0.003; P < 0.001). (J) FARS – Alcohol
(BTreatment-Time = −0.3; 95% CI: −0.6 to −0.1; P = 0.01). Control data were from patients on the waiting list for bariatric surgery (n = 50); surgical data were
from patients scheduled for bariatric surgery (n = 96). DEBQ, Dutch Eating Behavior Questionnaire; FARS, Food Action Rating Scale; PFS, Power of Food
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TABLE 2 Weight loss prediction or associations with weight loss at 11 to 18 months, according to gustatory and psychometric measures of reward-related
feeding behavior in the surgical group
Variable: baseline/follow-up
change
%WL prediction by baseline variables,
1 n = 86
Associations between follow-up change and %WL,2
n = 86
β (B, 95% CI)3 P value4 β (B, 95% CI)3 P value
Taste thresholds 0.02 (0.01, −0.1 to 0.1) 0.8 − 0.1 (−1.3, −3.1 to 0.6) 0.2
Acuity − 0.1 (−0.4, −1.1 to 0.2) 0.2 0.1 (2.9, −3.8 to 9.7) 0.4
Sour ratings
Intensity 0.1 (0.03, −0.1 to 0.1) 0.6 − 0.1 (−3.0, −7.4 to 1.5) 0.2
Pleasantness 0.04 (0.01, −0.1 to 0.1) 0.7 − 0.01 (−0.1, −1.3 to 1.2) 0.9
Salt ratings
Intensity − 0.02 (−0.01, −0.1 to 0.1) 0.8 − 0.01 (−0.2, −3.3 to 2.9) 0.9
Pleasantness 0.1 (0.04, −0.1 to 0.1) 0.5 − 0.2 (−6.0, −12.9 to 0.9) 0.1
Sweet ratings
Intensity 0.2 (0.2, 0.02 to 0.3) 0.02 − 0.3 (−3.5, −5.8 to −1.3) 0.003
Pleasantness 0.1 (0.1, −0.1 to 0.2) 0.4 − 0.1 (−6.8, −16.6 to 2.9) 0.2
Bitter ratings
Intensity 0.1 (0.1, −0.1 to 0.2) 0.3 <0.001 (−0.001, −3.6 to 3.6) 1.0
Pleasantness − 0.2 (−0.1, −0.2 to 0.01) 0.1 0.1 (0.9, −2.2 to 3.9) 0.6
Reward-related feeding behavior
PFS – Aggregate score − 0.2 (−2.0, −3.8 to −0.3) 0.02 − 0.003 (−0.1, −7.1 to 6.9) 1.0
PFS – Food available − 0.2 (−1.9, −3.5 to −0.3) 0.02 0.1 (2.1, −3.8 to 8.0) 0.5
PFS – Food present − 0.2 (−1.2, −2.7 to 0.2) 0.1 − 0.04 (−1.0, −5.9 to 3.8) 0.7
PFS – Food tasted − 0.1 (−0.9, −2.5 to 0.6) 0.2 − 0.1 (−2.6, −8.0 to 2.9) 0.4
YFAS – Diagnosis − 0.2 (−3.5, −7.2 to 0.2) 0.1 — —
YFAS – No. of symptoms − 0.1 (−0.7, −1.6 to 0.3) 0.2 0.03 (0.5, −3.3 to 4.4) 0.8
Feeding behavior traits
DEBQ – External eating − 0.2 (−2.0, −4.2 to 0.2) 0.1 − 0.02 (−0.8, −7.4 to 5.9) 0.8
DEBQ – Restrained eating − 0.1 (−0.6, −2.8 to 1.6) 0.6 − 0.05 (−1.2, −6.4 to 4.0) 0.7
DEBQ – Emotional eating − 0.1 (−1.0, −2.8 to 0.8) 0.3 − 0.2 (−5.0, −10.0 to 0.03) 0.1
Food acceptance
FARS – Aggregate score − 0.1 (−0.02, −0.05 to 0.01) 0.2 − 0.1 (−6.2, −18.3 to 6.0) 0.3
FARS – Fruits 0.1 (0.05, −0.1 to 0.2) 0.5 − 0.1 (−7.7, −18.5 to 3.2) 0.2
FARS – Vegetables − 0.1 (−0.04, −0.1 to 0.1) 0.5 0.1 (4.3, −7.9 to 16.4) 0.5
FARS – Dairy − 0.03 (−0.1, −0.4 to 0.3) 0.7 − 0.2 (−6.7, −14.7 to 1.2) 0.1
FARS – Meat − 0.2 (−0.2, −0.4 to 0.04) 0.1 − 0.1 (−5.8, −14.2 to 2.7) 0.2
FARS – Fried − 0.2 (−0.2, −0.4 to 0.04) 0.1 0.01 (0.2, −3.7 to 4.1) 0.9
FARS – Sauces − 0.2 (−0.2, −0.5 to 0.1) 0.1 0.02 (0.6, −4.3 to 5.5) 0.8
FARS – Carbs − 0.2 (−0.1, −0.3 to 0.02) 0.1 − 0.1 (−4.2, −11.3 to 2.9) 0.2
FARS – Sweets − 0.1 (−0.1, −0.3 to 0.1) 0.4 − 0.2 (−4.7, −8.5 to −0.8) 0.02
FARS – Alcohol − 0.1 (−0.1, −0.4 to 0.2) 0.6 − 0.01 (−0.1, −2.5 to 2.4) 1.0
General linear models were adjusted for baseline BMI, baseline age, gender, personal history of type 2 diabetes mellitus, surgical center, and surgery
type and were performed to explain %WL from surgery at the end of follow-up. DEBQ, Dutch Eating Behavior Questionnaire; FARS, Food Action Rating
Scale; FDR, false discovery rate; PFS, Power of Food Scale; YFAS, Yale Food Addiction Scale.
1%WL according to baseline gustatory and feeding behavior variables.
2%WL follow-up changes in baseline gustatory and feeding behavior variables. Follow-up changes were determined by normalizing follow-up by
baseline values. End of follow-up was 11 to 18 mo after surgery.
3Values are standardized beta coefficients (β) and unstandardized beta coefficients (B) with 95% CIs. The overall effect size (R2) of models, both
according to baseline variables or follow-up change, ranged from 0.35 to 0.43.
4For these primary analyses, statistical significance was defined using a FDR of 0.1, according to Benjamini-Hochberg (40).
Discussion
We tested whether gustatory and psychometric measures of
reward sensitivity are predictors of weight loss following bariatric
surgery, while exploring their postoperative changes. To address
limitations of previous studies (16–18, 20–22), preliminary
analyses were conducted to compare surgical patients and others
receiving conservative treatment, using larger sample sizes and
longer follow-ups. Bariatric surgery resulted in greater %WL,
as well as a global change of feeding behavior, evidenced
by significant reductions in scores for reward-related feeding
behavior, feeding behavior traits, and acceptance of several
foods, among which only hedonic hunger was a predictor of
post-surgery %WL. Gustatory measures—namely, ratings of
sweet intensity and pleasantness—did not differ between surgical
patients and controls. However, baseline ratings of sweet intensity
predicted postsurgery %WL and, contrary to other variables,
including hedonic hunger, postoperative change in this variable
was also associated with %WL. Associations of sweet intensity
ratings with weight change were confirmed in a distinct post–
bariatric surgery cohort and were absent in patients on the waitlist
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FIGURE 3 Associations between sweet intensity perception and %WL in a long-term follow-up bariatric cohort and comparison with healthy volunteers.
(A) Correlations between sweet intensity perception and weight loss in the post–bariatric surgery cohort. The correlations between sweet intensity and %WL
4 years after the study baseline (2.5 years after surgery) were r = 0.5 (P = 0.04; n = 16) for the post–bariatric surgery group, r = 0.5 (P = 0.1; n = 10) for the
GB group, and r = −0.02 (P = 1.0; n = 6) for the SG group. (B) Correlations between bitter intensity perception and weight loss in the post–bariatric surgery
cohort. The correlations between bitter intensity and %WL 4 years after the study baseline (2.5 years after surgery) were r = 0.01 (P = 1.0; n = 16) for the
post–bariatric surgery group, r = 0.2 (P = 0.7; n = 10) for the GB group, and r = −0.5 (P = 0.3; n = 6) for the SG group. (C) Correlation between sweet
intensity perception and weight loss in healthy volunteers. The correlation between sweet intensity and %WL 5.6 years after the study baseline was r = −0.1
(P = 0.7; n = 40). (D) Correlation between bitter intensity perception and weight loss in healthy volunteers. The correlation between bitter intensity and %WL
5.6 years after the study baseline was r = 0.3 (P = 0.04; n = 40). Pearson correlation (r) was used to assess correlations between gustatory measures and %WL
in healthy and surgical groups. %WL, percentage of weight loss; GB, gastric bypass; gLMS, general labeled magnitude scale; SG, sleeve gastrectomy.
induced readjustment of the weight set point (8) seems to be
associated with sweet taste.
Sweet intensity ratings in surgical patients reflected the most
consistent finding of this study. At a group-level comparison
with controls, gustatory measures were not significantly altered
by surgery. However, preoperative sweet intensity predicted
%WL at 11 to 18 months postsurgery across both surgery
types. Furthermore, patients with greater %WL were also those
in whom sweet intensity, as well as sweet food acceptance,
was most decreased relative to baseline. In the control group,
however, sweet intensity ratings were not associated with weight
loss, possibly as a result of insufficient statistical power, less
weight loss, or differences in weight loss mechanisms. These
findings are in accordance with those reported by Nielsen et
al. where, despite the absence of a specific effect of GB or
SG on food preferences measured directly in a buffet, patients
that shifted food preferences were also those that lost more
weight, reinforcing the possibility that variable modulation of
the physiological mechanisms that influence food reward may
underlie heterogeneity in response to surgery (41). Our results
also expand on previous work showing an interaction between
presurgical sucrose wanting ratings—but not aspartame wanting,
sucrose liking, or aspartame liking—and bariatric surgery type
(GB compared with SG) on predictions of weight loss (23).
Another recent study has shown that higher presurgical liking
ratings for sugar-sweetened milk predicted greater weight loss
6 months after GB (15). We found that sucrose intensity ratings
reflect susceptibility to weight loss across surgery types, rather
than only in a specific surgery type, possibly because we obtained
a pure measure of sweet taste reactivity rather than responses
to ingested sucrose or the taste of sweetened milk, had a longer
time of follow-up, and, importantly, did not observe differences
in weight outcomes between surgical groups.
In a post–bariatric surgery cohort, with an assessment
approximately 2.5 years after surgery, sweet intensity was also
associated with %WL 4 years later, when most patients were
experiencing weight gain relative to baseline. This provides
additional evidence supporting the relationship between sweet
intensity perception and post–bariatric surgery weight regulation,
suggesting it persists after the active phase of weight loss.
Importantly, in a healthy volunteer cohort, weight change
was associated with baseline bitter intensity rather than sweet
intensity, suggesting the latter is specific for bariatric surgery and
raising hypotheses for future research.
Regarding psychometric measures of reward-related feeding
behavior, only preoperative hedonic hunger was predictive
of weight loss, but with an inverse relationship with %WL.
Moreover, a postsurgical change of hedonic hunger was not
associated with %WL, further suggesting that hedonic hunger is
not redundant with sweet intensity measures. Food addiction and
feeding behavior traits, while decreasing after surgery relative
to the control group, did not predict postsurgery weight loss, in
accordance with findings for food-related disinhibition (6) and
both external and emotional eating (42). Hedonic hunger may be
predictive of bariatric outcomes, because the PFS is not a measure
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(27, 43), distinguishing it from feeding behavior traits that may
merely reflect obesity status.
Analyses conducted to assess predictions of %WL according
to surgery type showed that several psychometric measures of
reward-related feeding behavior—specifically, hedonic hunger
(PFS – Food tasted), addiction-like feeding behavior, and
externally driven eating—predicted poorer %WL in GB patients
but not SG patients. In the SG group, the effect sizes for
each %WL predictor (β coefficients) were not significant and
were positive rather than negative, suggesting that this did
not result merely from a lack of statistical power. In the
post–bariatric surgery cohort, with longer follow-ups, the Food
tasted PFS subscale was the only parameter where GB-specific
associations with weight change were consistent, suggesting that
the vulnerability to the level of proximity and taste of food may
be a specific determinant of weight loss for these patients. The
association between %WL and preoperative alcohol acceptance
in GB patients was not consistent across cohorts, possibly due
to the exclusion of patients with alcohol use disorders in the
post–bariatric surgery cohort. Nevertheless, others have shown
that GB is independently related to increased odds of alcohol
use disorders (44), supporting the need to monitor alcohol
consumption.
This study does not provide mechanistic insight regarding
the associations between sweet taste and post–bariatric surgery
weight loss. The involvement of striatal dopamine seems
plausible, since sucrose preference is inversely correlated with
dopamine type 2 receptor binding in nonobese subjects but not
obese subjects (45). It is possible that associations between
sucrose preferences and dopamine type 2 receptor binding, which
are lost among patients with obesity (45), may be recovered after
bariatric surgery. Also, among patients with obesity, μ-opioid
signaling may be related to sensitivity to reward, given evidence
for decreased μ-opioid receptors in severe obesity (46), reverting
in some patients 6 months after GB or SG (47). Interestingly, in
patients with alcohol dependence, a sweet-liking phenotype was
associated with a positive response to treatment with naltrexone,
an opioid receptor antagonist (48). Finally, changes in neural
and gustatory systems are likely to be in close interaction with
hormonal modifications (9), which may be reflected by sweet
sensitivity.
Our results should, nevertheless, be interpreted considering
the study design. For instance, patients were not randomized
to different treatment groups. This was attenuated for control
versus surgical group comparisons, because the 2 had the same
treatment indication although they were at different phases of
the process, while surgery type differences may be diluted by
the multicentric nature of the study. Importantly, at baseline,
significant differences between the treatment groups were minor
and, after surgery, there were no significant differences in weight
outcomes. Furthermore, our major findings reflect predictions
of the effects of surgery within specific groups, rather than
comparisons between treatment groups. Regarding control versus
surgical group comparisons, the complexity of approval for
surgery conditioned a single follow-up assessment in the control
group, which was at a slightly different time point when
compared with the surgical group. However, since the majority
of weight loss is achieved early after surgery and our analysis
strategy considers time of assessment, this is unlikely to have
determined the expressive prospective differences observed
between groups.
Conclusions
We showed, for the first time, that preoperative sweet intensity
predicts weight loss after surgery and that postsurgery changes
in this variable track the amount of weight loss in each
patient. While taste-related measures will require further clinical
validation, their integration with other clinical and demographic
variables may allow for the improved characterization of
favorable phenotypes to bariatric surgery–induced weight loss.
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